LACEY
IN CASCADE PIMA TENCEL
BY LISA WHITING
Size: For finished bust size 31(34, 37, 40, 43, 46.5) inches

Materials
• 5(5, 6, 7, 8, 9) balls of Cascade Pima Tencel, (50% Peruvian Cotton, 50%
  Tencel fiber, 109 yds per 50g ball)
• Green #4084
• 1 US #7 (4.5mm), 29” (74 cm) circular needle or size to obtain gauge.
• 1 US #5 (3.75mm), 29” (74 cm) circular needle
• 1 US # needle any size smaller than 5, 29” (74 cm) circular needle.
• Stitch Markers
• Darning Needle
• Scrap yarn in a Contrasting color.

Gauge: 6 sts/in and 8 rows /in using #7 in Stockinet Stitch
5.5 sts/im and 8.5 rows/in using #7 in pattern.

Techniques used for project.
Provisional Tubular Cast-on : see below instructions
Tubular bind: see below instructions.
Ssptb- Slip 1 st as to knit, slip 2nd st as to knit, place them back to left needle and
purl 2 together thru the back of the stitches.
Inc: pick up the yarn between two stitches and knit thru the back loop.

Pattern:
1. Purl
2. Knit
3. Purl
4. *K8, yo, k2tog.* Repeat to last 4 sts, K4.
5. thru 7. repeat rows 1. thru 3.
8. K4,*yo, k2tog, k8.*Repeat to last 4 sts ,
yo, k2tog, k2.

Back:
CO 47(52, 57, 62, 67, 72) Using the Provisional Tubular CO and scrap yarn on
US #5.
Make a slip knot with the working yarn and a piece of scrap yarn held together
and place it on your right hand needle. This loop from the slip knot does
not count as a stitch. Holding your two pieces of yarn as if you were to do a
long tail cast-on, making sure that the scrap yarn is coming off your thumb
and the working yarn off the top of your index finger. *Move the working
yarn from front to back under the scrap yarn, then bringing the working
yarn to the front again under the needle, bring the working yarn over the
needle to the back, then front again under the needle.* Repeat between
stars for desired amount. Be sure you have the same amount of stitches on
the scrap yarn as you do the needle. Remove the slip knot from needle and
continue in patern
Work in stockinet stitch for 3 rows.
With the purl side facing, slip all held sts from scrap yarn to the extra circular needle (any size smaller than a #5, so they slip easily. It doesn’t matter what size it is, it’s just a place holder.)

Your #5 needle will be on top holding your purl stitches, and your other will be on the bottom holding your knit stitches. Every other stitch on your bottom needle will be laying backwards, so be sure to pay attention to stitch orientation. Remember, right side of the stitch facing you is right, left side facing is wrong)

*P1 from top needle, k1 from bottom. * Repeat between ** to end.

\[96(104, 122, 124, 134, 144)\] sts

Work in 1-1 rib for 5 more rows.

1. Purl across, decreasing 10(10, 10, 12, 12, 14) stitches evenly across \[86(94, 104, 112, 122, 130)\] sts

2. Switch to larger needles (#7) and change to pattern starting with row 2.

3. & 4. Work even in pattern.

**Waist shaping:** Work in pattern for the rest of the piece, being sure to keep track of where you are by keeping notes or using a row counter. The eyelets will stack on top of each other, so if you have a hard time as to where to start count back from the previous eyelet 4 stitches. The eyelets of the same pattern row should stack exactly on top of each other. *For an easier time seaming make sure not to do an eyelet on the edge, unless you have at least 2 sts before the edge.

5. On this and every row 5 of the pattern, k1, ssk, work to within last 3 sts, k2tog, k1.


Repeat rows 1 thru 8, decreasing on the 5\(^{th}\) row, 6 more times until you have 72(80, 90, 98, 108, 116) sts on your needle. [7.25 inches]

* For a longer torso you can add more rows here.

Next [RS]: k1, inc 1, work to within last st, inc1, k1.

- Work 5 rows even in pattern and repeat the increase on the 6\(^{th}\) row.
- Repeat these 6 rows 7(7, 7, 8, 8, 8) more times, be sure to stay in pattern.
  \[90(98, 108, 118, 128, 136)\] sts
- Work even in pattern until piece measures 16(16.25, 16.5, 16.75, 17, 17.25) inches, or desired length from mid hip to armpit.

**Sleeves:**

Co 6 sts at the beginning and end of next 2 rows.

Next RS row: K1, inc 1, work to within last st, inc 1, k1.

- Work 7 rows even in pattern
- Repeat these 8 rows 2 more times,
- Work 7 more rows even with out increasing.

**Back Left Shoulder:** (You will now work sleeves and neck line at the same time)
• K1, inc 1, Work 40(44, 48, 53, 57, 61) sts and sl them to a holder. BO, 26(26, 28, 28, 30, 30) work to within last st, inc 1, k1.
• Work 1st, dec 1st at each neck edge every row for 18(18,20,20,22,22) rows as follows:
  On knit side, k1, ssk, work in pattern to end.
  On purl side, p to with in 3 sts of end, p2tog, p1.
• At the same time, work in pattern, still increasing on the sleeve edge every 8th row twice more.
• Work even in pattern until your sleeve depth is 6.5(7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9) inches. BO.

**Back Right Shoulder:** Join yarn at neck edge and work other side mirrored to match as follows.
• Work 1st, dec 1st at each neck edge every row for 18(18,20,20,22,22) rows as follows:
  On knit side, work in pattern to within 3 sts of end, k2tog, k1.
  On purl side, p1, szeptb, p to end.
• At the same time work in pattern, still increasing on the sleeve edge every 8th row, twice more.
• Work even in pattern until your sleeve depth is 6.5(7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9) inches. BO.

**Front:** Work same as back up until you have reached the cast on of the 6 sts for the sleeves.

**Sleeves:** Co 6 sts at beginning and end of the next 2 rows.
Next RS row: K1, inc 1, work to within last st, inc 1, k1.
• Work 7 rows even in pattern

**Neck Shaping and Front Right Shoulder:**
• K1, inc 1, work 32(36, 40, 45, 49, 53) sts, slip them to a holder. BO 36(36, 38, 38, 40, 40) knit to with in 1 st of end, inc 1, k1.
• Work 1st, dec 1st at neck edge every row for 12(12, 14, 14, 16, 16) rows as follows:
  On knit side, k1, ssk, work in pattern to end.
  On purl side, p1, szeptb, p to end.
• At the same time, work in pattern, still increasing on the sleeve edge every 8th row, 4 times more.
• Work even in pattern until front measures same as back. BO

**Front Left Shoulder:** Join yarn at neck edge and work other side mirrored to match as follows.
• Work 1st, dec 1st at neck edge every row for 12(12, 14, 14, 16, 16) rows as follows:
  On knit side, work in pattern to within 3 sts of end, k2tog, k1.
  On purl side, p1, szeptb, p to end.
• At the same time work in pattern, still increasing on the sleeve edge every 8th row, 4 times more.
• Work even in pattern until front measures same as back. BO.
• Seam pieces together using the mattress stitch on the side, and graft the shoulders.
**Neck Band:** With right side facing and smaller needles. (#5) Starting at top left front, pu 4st for every 5 rows, and 1 st per st. Work in 1-1 rib, starting with a k, for 4 rows. Bind off using the tubular bind off as follows:

- *With yarn to the back, k1, with yarn to the front, sl 1 as to purl.* Repeat between stars to end.
- *With yarn to the back, sl 1 as to purl, with yarn to the front, p1.* Repeat between stars to end.
- Cut the yarn leaving at least two yards worth of yarn for a tail. This will be used for the bind off. Thread it in a darning or tapestry needle.

1. Thread the needle thru the first st as to knit and drop it off the needle.
2. Thread the needle thru the second stitch from the point as to purl(this is skipping the purl st)
3. Back up and insert the needle as to purl thru the first st closest to the point and drop it off.
4. Bring the needle between the first and second stitch from back to front,
5. Thread the needle in to the second stitch as to knit.

Repeat these five steps till all your sts are bound off. If you notice that some spots are looser than others. You can tighten them up as you go by using the tip of the darning needle.

**Sleeve Bands:**
With right side facing and using smaller needles (#5), Starting at the armpit, pu 4sts for every 5 rows and work same as neck band. Block and enjoy.